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Continuously updated reference works springerreference.com

 • Complete access to Springer Live 
References across every subject on a 
single platform

 • A world-class collection of scientific 
reference materials

 • Unique content will grow as updates & 
new reference work entries are added

 • 230+ major reference works

 • 270,000+ individual reference work 
entries

 • High quality images

 • Approx. 15,000 new reference work 
entries and over 10,000 updates each 
year

Start reading 
forthcoming  
reference works  
now

SpringerReference
Provides access to living editions of reference works, including those still forthcoming,  
across STM, humanities and the social sciences, continuously updated through a dynamic, 
peer-review publishing process

SpringerReference uses an industry-first publishing model to deliver living editions of 
Springer’s trusted reference works well in advance of print or ‘static’ online reference editions. 
It contains Springer’s major reference works across every subject and enables leading  
scientists to submit updates to reference work entries as scientific developments occur.  
These ‘Live Reference’ updates are peer-reviewed to ensure that all content on  
springerreference.com meets the same high standards for quality and integrity that libraries 
and researchers have come to expect from Springer.

SpringerReference delivers:

 
 
Meeting the Needs & Demands of Librarians & Researchers
The shift from physical to digital resources has enabled libraries to provide more content 
with greater accessibility than ever, but it has also fostered continuously rising expectations 
from library patrons. In other areas of life, information of all types has become commoditized, 
ubiquitously and immediately available. Patrons are increasingly demanding similar access for 
academic content. Libraries have adapted services to meet these rising expectations but are 
often being asked to address these new challenges with smaller budgets and fewer resources 
at their disposal.

In this environment, the librarian’s role in allocating limited resources for content acquisi-
tion is more critical than ever. Springer recognizes these challenges and is constantly striving 
to increase access and improve speed to market. SpringerReference delivers a product that 
meets patrons’ demands for trusted reference content, continuously updated with the latest 
information. Through Springer’s unique publishing model, SpringerReference allows updates 
to occur as developments warrant, not just when they align with the next edition.  
It combines a collaborative publishing model that allows contributions from multiple authors 
with the exacting review standards of an academic publisher, keeping content current 
without compromising quality. This process enables leading scientists to submit updates 
to reference work entries, ensuring currency and creating a community of users around the 
research. Updates are available after peer-review and each iteration of a reference work entry 
is traceable though robust versioning. 
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Benefits for Librarians
 • A world-class collection of online scientific reference materials with a dynamic new 

publishing model

 • Continual updating  keeps content current without sacrificing quality or waiting for the 
next edition

 • Top quality, peer-reviewed scientific research available at the pace of scientific discovery

 • Access to all Springer Live References on a single platform

 • Over 15,000 new reference work entries and 10,000 updates each year

With the Support Libraries Need

 • Direct, local Springer support from on-the-ground Sales, Library and Customer Support 
experts

 • Library and user training

 • ‘Point of use’ marketing materials for library users

 • Worldwide support from the leader in STM publishing 

Benefits for Researchers
 • SpringerReference delivers the critical content that researchers need

 • Scientific knowledge updated at the pace of scientific discovery is a breakthrough in 
academic publishing

 • Complete access to all the latest & forthcoming Live Springer References across every 
subject on a single platform

 • An online research community with high visibility for authors and editors contributing  
to the publication of leading edge research

 • Since many libraries do not purchase every subject collection from every copyright year, 
researchers do not have access to all of Springer’s reference works.  
With springerreference.com they do!

For more information about Free Trials, 
Trial, MARC Records, FAQs and more visit  
springer.com/springerreference

Read tomorrow’s 
research today!

springerreference.com Continuously updated reference works
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 • Continuously updated

 • Always on the leading edge

 • Always current

 • Always comprehensive

Access, Discover and Contribute
On springerreference.com, updates occur as developments warrant, ensuring that the latest 
scientific discoveries are made available quickly. Springer’s unique model enables researchers 
to submit updates to reference entries, maintaining content currency and establishing a 
community around the research. Authors and aspiring researchers can raise their profile 
within their subject area by contributing updates to the Live References. Updates follow the 
same rigorous peer-review with editorial oversight by leading scientific researchers to ensure 
that SpringerReference maintains the same standards for excellence and reliability that STM 
researchers have come to expect from Springer.

SpringerLink vs SpringerReference
The Live References on springerreference.com are complementary to those found on  
SpringerLink. Through SpringerLink, researchers can access the complete library of  
Springer reference works that remain unchanged until a new separate edition is published. 
SpringerReference delivers access to all the latest, living editions of our reference works, with 
continuous updates as scientific developments warrant. And like all Springer content,  
the resources on springerreference.com are instantly accessible through a single platform 
with seamless search and navigation tools for easy discovery.

New reference works will already be available on springerreference.com well before they are 
published in print or on SpringerLink.

Time
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Normally you can only read 
the static editions

Static Edition X 
print | eReference

But with SpringerReference 
you can read everything

Static Edition Y 
print | eReference

Continuously updated reference worksspringerreference.com
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Top quality, 
continuously updated 
and peer-reviewed 

Peer-Review
SpringerReference provides two methods for the authors and editors to add new reference 
work entries. They can either upload a file or edit online, giving the user a unique perspective 
in the development of a reference work entry.

1. Upload file: An author works on the reference work entry offline (e.g. in the field) and 
uploads the entire document at once (e.g. when returning home).

2. Online editing: An author works on the reference work entry, on springerreference.com. 

Updates are rigorously peer-reviewed and made available online immediately.  
Each iteration of a reference work entry is traceable though robust versioning.

Start Reading these Forthcoming  
New Titles and Editions Today
 • Encyclopedia of Complexity and Systems Science

 • Handbook of Nano to Macro Damage Mechanics

 • Cancer Therapeutic Targets

 • Encyclopedia of Tourism

 • Handbook of Human Resources Management

 • Handbook of Materials Structures, Properties, Processing and Performance

 • Computer Vision

 • Encyclopedia of Systems and Control

 • Handbook of Advanced Lighting Technologies

 • Handbook of Smart Homes, Health Care and Well-Being

 • Handbook of Smart Textiles

 • Handbook of Children and Youth Studies

 • Encyclopedia of Applied and Computational Mathematics

 • Encyclopedia of Inflammatory Diseases

 • Encyclopedia of Ophthalmology

springerreference.comContinuously updated reference works

File  
upload

Online 
editing

Appears on the editorial 
board’s “To-Do” list

Submits entry

Peer-review

Entry accepted Online  version  
published

Main author

Writes, edits or  
reviews entry

Request version

Find many more 
reference works on 
springerreference.com 



For more information visit springer.com/springerreference
This dedicated page contains:

 • Free trials

 • Webinars

 • Brochures & more

 • Title list (monthly updated)

 • New features to the database

 • MARC records can be found on:  springer.com/MARC 

springerreference.comContinuously updated reference works

Contact  
us !

Would you like to know more? Contact Springer today.
Visit springer.com/salescontacts to find your local Springer representative!

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter 
For more information visit: @SpringReference facebook.com/SpringerReference

Contact 
us!

Reference works published at the pace of  
scientific discovery
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